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Entire Domain Basis Function Expansion of the

Differential Surface Admittance for Efficient

Broadband Characterization of Lossy Interconnects
Martijn Huynen, Member, IEEE, Kamil Yavuz Kapusuz, Student Member, IEEE, Xiao Sun, Geert Van der Plas,

Eric Beyne, Daniël De Zutter, Fellow, IEEE, and Dries Vande Ginste, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a full-wave method to charac-
terize lossy conductors in an interconnect setting. To this end, a
novel and accurate differential surface admittance operator for
cuboids based on entire domain basis functions is formulated. By
combining this new operator with the augmented electric field
integral equation, a comprehensive broadband characterization
is obtained. Compared to the state-of-the-art in differential
surface admittance operator modeling, we prove the accuracy
and improved speed of the novel formulation. Additional ex-
amples support these conclusions by comparing results with a
commercial software tool and with measurements.

Index Terms—3-D differential surface admittance operator,
boundary integral equation (BIE), interconnect modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, an unprecedented growth in communication

systems and devices has been fueled by the insatiable

hunger for information and global connectivity. Video on

demand in combination with the ubiquitous use of mobile

devices, for example, has led to the advent of 5G, the next gen-

eration of mobile communication networks. Another evolution

is the inclusion of connectivity functionality in nontraditional

devices leading to the internet of things. These emerging

technologies and trends do not only reshape communication

systems and protocols, but they have repercussions on the

hardware level as well. The continuing push for miniatur-

ization and the rising operation frequencies, combined with

the integration of circuitry in a wide range of devices and

appliances, has led to increasingly intricate and innovative

printed circuits boards (PCBs) and integrated circuits (ICs).

However, these solutions come at a cost. Particularly, with

respect to electromagnetic compatibility and signal and power

integrity, effects such as distortion, ringing, skin effect and

crosstalk can have detrimental consequences on the correct

operation. Hence, for the design of electronics, in particular of

the interconnects, electromagnetic solvers are essential tools.

As to the structures they model, electromagnetic solvers

have evolved over the years. Pure 2-D structures with a
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fixed cross-section were tackled first [1]–[6]. As the structures

shrunk further, the finite length was dealt with by combining

2-D techniques to solve the interior problem, taking the finite

conductivity into account, and employing these results to

solve the exterior 3-D problem more efficiently [7]–[10]. This

did not, however, negate the need for a full-blown three-

dimensional solver, which has subsequently been researched

extensively, also in more general applications [11].

Regardless of the configuration, the available solvers can

broadly be classified into two categories. Volumetric formula-

tions, on the one hand, solve the interior problem by meshing

the entire volume of the conductors and approximating the

fields on this volume mesh. The finite element (FE) method is

the prime example [12] of such a method and is widely used

in various engineering and scientific fields. Volume integral

equations (VIEs) [13]–[15] leverage the Green’s function to

avoid the use of absorbing boundary conditions to approximate

unbounded media, as is required for the FE method, at the

cost of a dense system matrix. The family of partial element

equivalent circuit (PEEC) methods [7], [8], [16], which is

found upon a circuit interpretation of the integral equations, is

a popular approach in interconnect modeling. Although these

volumetric methods evince great versatility and flexibility in

geometry and material modeling, they suffer from a very large

number of unknowns due to the considerable increase in mesh

elements when the exponential behavior of the skin effect

grows stronger for higher frequencies.

Boundary integral equation (BIE) methods, on the other

hand, introduce unknowns solely on a surface mesh. This can

reduce the system matrix size considerably but at the cost of

increased computational complexity. A very general method

to simulate homogeneous bodies is the Poggio-Miller-Chan-

Harrington-Wu-Tsai (PMCHWT) formulation [17]. Neverthe-

less, the method is poorly suited for the modeling of good

conductors as the numerical evaluation of the Green’s function

in a material with a strongly developed skin effect is an

enormous challenge. Even if one employs computationally

expensive techniques to bypass this complication [18], [19],

the PMCHWT method still has difficulty coping with the

high dielectric contrast [20]. Alternative integral formulations,

such as N-Müller [21], that do not struggle with high contrast

materials, often suffer from accuracy problems — in particular

for non-smooth objects [22] — providing a rationale for the

prevalence of the PMCHWT formulation.

BIE solvers are a popular choice for interconnect modeling
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as the inclusion of the layered background medium can be

achieved through the Green’s function [23], [24], as such keep-

ing the number of unknowns under control [25]–[27]. At the

same time, the challenge involving the accurate numerical in-

tegration of the Green’s function in conductors, which plagues

the PMCHWT formulation, has to be dealt with as well, given

their omnipresence in interconnects. Keeping the discussion

restricted to purely surface based methods, methods such as

FastImp [28] use singularity cancellation inspired techniques

to compute the Green’s integrals accurately. In [19], however,

it is shown that modifications to singularity cancellation are

required to obtain sufficient accuracy for higher frequencies,

increasing the complexity and partially negating the efficiency

of such methods.

A widely employed alternative approach is to replace the

inside material by the background medium and to impose a

boundary condition instead; as such avoiding the evaluation of

the aforementioned interaction integrals. A popular approxi-

mate operator of this type is the (local) surface impedance

boundary condition or Leontovich boundary condition [29].

Based on analytical calculations for planar surfaces, this op-

erator is, however, only valid as long as the dielectric contrast

and radius of curvature are sufficiently large [30]. Several

generalizations to account for these shortcomings have been

developed. One method [13] starts from the VIE characteriza-

tion of the rectangular conductors and by imposing the fields

inside to decay exponentially, reduces to an approximate sur-

face formulation. Some approaches approximate each element

of the interconnect as an electrically short segment with the

current forced along its longitudinal direction and compute a

global relation in the cross-section [10], [31], facing integrals

involving the 2-D Green’s function in conductors. The so-

called global impedance boundary condition (GIBC) [32]–[34]

invokes the standard 3-D integral equation operators to find

a single source integral equation representation but is faced

with the same difficulties in the accurate numerical integral

evaluation as [28].

The differential surface admittance operator, which intro-

duces a (global) surface relation that takes the material prop-

erties exactly into account without intervention of the Green’s

function, has been introduced as an alternative solution [5].

This operator was first constructed based on the eigenfunctions

of a 2-D volume and demonstrated for a rectangle. The

method has since been successfully extended to other 2-D

shapes [35], [36] and has been applied to the calculation

of the parameters for general multiconductor transmission

lines [6] and in the analysis of periodic structures [37]. A

generalization to arbitrary 2-D shapes based on a contour

integral has been presented as well [9] and employed in the

context of scattering [38] and interconnect modeling [39], [40]

but since it reintroduces the Green’s function of the conducting

medium it encounters the same problems as the traditional BIE

methods.

More recently, the differential surface admittance operator

has been extended to 3-D shapes and applied to scattering

at cylindrical bodies [41], [42]. Later, we have expanded the

3-D operator to cuboid shapes and employed it to accurately

characterize three dimensional interconnects [43]–[45]. In this

paper, we revisit the 3-D differential surface admittance op-

erator concept for the cuboid. We formulate a new method

based on entire domain basis functions that overcomes one

of the main shortcomings of the operator presented in [43]

limiting its applicability, namely the need for a large number of

eigenmodes and corresponding long calculation time for good

conductors. Some preliminary results on this new formulation

have been presented before [46], but in this work, the full

formalism is derived and detailed, and thoroughly validated

and illustrated with meaningful application examples. After-

wards, we combine this improved operator with the augmented

electric field integral equation (aEFIE) [47], [48] to obtain a

full broadband BIE representation of 3-D interconnects.

In Section II, we present an alternative derivation of the

general expression of the 3-D differential surface admittance

operator [41], starting from the general theory of resonators

and eigenfunctions [49]. A dedicated formulation of the op-

erator’s form for a cuboid employing entire domain basis

functions is detailed in Section III, where utmost care is

taken to exactly include the skin effect by introducing closed

analytical expression of infinite sums. Section IV focuses on

casting the improved operator into a discrete form compatible

with a standard BIE formulation utilizing local basis functions.

The discrete operator is then introduced into the augmented

EFIE to get a single matrix equation that tackles the entire

problem in Section V. Afterwards, in Section VI examples are

presented that compare the novel method to the state-of-the-

art and we also demonstrate the efficiency and appositeness of

the operator in modeling interconnects by comparing it with

commercial software and measurement results. In Section VII,

we formulate our conclusions.

II. SURFACE ADMITTANCE OPERATOR

Observe the situation depicted in Fig. 1(a). An arbitrary

volume V with boundary surface S is composed of a non-

magnetic, homogeneous material, defined by its wavenum-

ber k. The time-harmonic fields (ejωt) inside this volume

are given by (e′,h′). The inner region is embedded in a

second volume V0 that is filled with a different nonmagnetic,

homogeneous material with wavenumber k0, also called the

background material. Fields in this volume are denoted as

(e,h). Outside V0 arbitrary materials can be present. Imping-

ing source fields (ei,hi) reside anywhere outside V .

In Fig. 1(b), the material inside V is replaced by that of V0.

In order to preserve the fields (e,h) outside the inner volume,

a surface current density js is introduced on S . Inside V , the

fields are now given by (e′′,h′′).
In both situations, the fields inside V satisfy Maxwell’s curl

equations

∇× e′ = −jωµ0h
′ ∇× e′′ = −jωµ0h

′′ (1)

∇× h′ = jωǫe′ ∇× h′′ = jωǫ0e
′′ (2)

and the relevant boundary conditions

n̂ · µ0 (h− h′) = 0 n̂ · µ0 (h− h′′) = 0 (3)

n̂× (e− e′) = 0 n̂× (e− e′′) = 0 (4)

n̂× (h− h′) = 0 n̂× (h− h′′) = js, (5)
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V
k, µ0

(e′,h′)
n̂

S V0

k0, µ0

(e,h)

(ei,hi)

(a) Original situation.

V
k0, µ0

(e′′,h′′)
n̂

S V0

k0, µ0

(e,h)

(ei,hi)

js

(b) Equivalent situation.

Fig. 1. Problem statement. (a) Arbitrary volume V with boundary surface S composed of a homogeneous material with wavenumber k. This volume is
embedded in another homogeneous medium V0 with wavenumber k0. Outside V0 arbitrary materials can be present. In (b), the inner material is replaced by
the background medium and a surface current density js is introduced on S. All materials are presumed to be nonmagnetic.

where n̂ is the outward-pointing normal on S . Note that the

complex permittivity ǫ = ǫrǫ0 + σ/jω in (2) includes the

conductivity σ.

By subtracting the relations (1) and (2) that hold for both

cases and introducing the field differences as E = e′−e′′ and

H = h′ − h′′, we get

∇× E = −jωµ0H (6)

∇×H = jωǫ0E + jω (ǫ− ǫ0) e
′ ≡ jωǫ0E +J , (7)

where we have designated jω (ǫ− ǫ0) e
′ as an impressed

(bulk) electric current J . The same reasoning leads to the

following boundary conditions:

n̂ · µ0H = 0 (8)

n̂× E = 0 (9)

n̂×H = js. (10)

From (6)–(10) we deduce that the field differences describe

the field quantities inside a cavity homogeneously filled with

the background material and bounded by perfect electrically

conducting walls. It is proved [50] that fields and currents

inside this cavity can be expanded into eigenmodes. Gener-

ally, these eigenmodes fall apart into two groups: irrotational

and divergenceless/solenoidal eigenvectors. Since all fields

inside V for both situations in Fig. 1 are divergence-free, we

only need to take the solenoidal eigenmodes into account. As

such we can expand E , H and J as

E =
∑

v

avev (11)

H =
∑

v

bvhv (12)

J =
∑

v

cvev, (13)

with v a triple index and ev and hv the electric and magnetic

solenoidal eigenmodes of V , respectively. The curls of the field

differences are expanded, separately, as well:

∇× E =
∑

v

rvhv (14)

∇×H =
∑

v

svev. (15)

Plugging these expansions into (6) and (7) and taking the

orthogonality of the eigenmodes into account, the following

relations between the expansion coefficients are found:

rv = −jωµ0bv (16)

sv = jωǫ0av + cv. (17)

In determining the remaining coefficients, we will project

(13)–(15) onto the various eigenvectors and integrate over V .

For this, we will exploit a few properties of these eigenvec-

tors [49]. Note in particular that the eigenmodes can be chosen

to be real. Moreover, we require the eigenmodes to be nor-

malized such that kvev = ∇×hv and kvhv = ∇×ev with kv
the shared wavenumber of ev and hv . A consequence of this

is that both sets of eigenmodes share the same normalization

constant Nv:

N 2
v =

∫

V

|ev|2 dV =

∫

V

|hv|2 dV. (18)

We start by projecting both sides of (13) onto ew and

invoking the eigenmode orthogonality, which leads to

cwN 2
w =

∫

V

J · ew dV = jω (ǫ− ǫ0)

∫

V

ew · e′ dV. (19)

By utilizing the Helmholtz equation for ew and the appro-

priate integral relationships, the integral on the right-hand side

is rewritten as

k2w

∫

V

ew ·e′ dV =

∫

V

ew ·(∇×∇×e′) dV (20)

+

∫

S

(n̂×ew)·(∇×e′) dS −
∫

S

(n̂×e′)·(∇×ew) dS.

Subsequently, the first integral on the right-hand side is trans-

formed to the sought-after integral by invoking the Helmholtz

equation for e′ while the penultimate term drops out as the

tangential component of ew vanishes on S . This leads to

(
k2 − k2w

)
∫

V

ew · e′ dV = kw

∫

S

(n̂× e′) · hw dS. (21)
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Hence, we find the following expression for cw:

cw =

(
k20 − k2

)
kw

jωµ0 (k2 − k2w)N 2
w

∫

S

(n̂× e′) · hw dS. (22)

Using the same approach for (14) but projecting on hw and

using the adequate vector property leads to

rwN 2
w =

∫

V

∇ · (E × hw) dV +

∫

V

E · (∇× hw) dV. (23)

The first integral can be transformed to a surface integral by

the divergence theorem and promptly vanishes because of (9).

For the second integral we substitute the expansion for E :

rwN 2
w = kw

∑

v

av

∫

V

ev · ew dV (24)

By once again invoking the mode orthogonality, we get the

following simple relation between rw and aw:

rw = kwaw. (25)

Starting from (15), an analogous reasoning leads to the

following expression for sw:

sw = kwbw. (26)

Combining (22), (25) and (26) with (16)–(17) enables us to

find the following expressions for E and H:

E =
∑

v

ev
−jωµ0 η kv

(k20−k2v)(k
2−k2v)N 2

v

∫

S

(n̂×e′)·hv dS (27)

H =
∑

v

hv

η k2v
(k20−k2v)(k

2−k2v)N 2
v

∫

S

(n̂×e′)·hv dS, (28)

with the contrast parameter η =
(
k2 − k20

)
/jωµ0.

Plugging (28) into (10) and employing (4), i.e., n̂ × e′ =
n̂ × e, gives us the following relation between js and the

tangential electric field et on S:

js = −η
∑

v

Kv

N 2
v

[∫

S

(n̂× hv) · et dS
]

(n̂× hv) , (29)

where Kv = k2v/(k
2
0 − k2v)/(k

2 − k2v). This relation can be

cast as an operator js = Yet, i.e., a 3-D differential surface

admittance operator.

III. CONTINUOUS Y -OPERATOR FOR A CUBOID

The 3-D differential surface admittance operator has

been employed before for cylindrical structures [41] and

cuboids [43], albeit introduced from a different perspective.

Here, we will thoroughly revisit the relevant case of the cuboid

and present an improved approach to calculate the Y-operator

that is not only more compact but also much better suited

for accurate numerical calculation. In particular, the novel

approach deals with the skin effect in a much more efficient

way.

A. Expansion matrix

The starting point are the divergenceless magnetic eigen-

modes hm for a cuboid with dimensions {lx, ly, lz}. These

eigenmodes fall apart in two types: transverse electric (TE) and

transverse magnetic (TM) modes, where transverse is defined

with respect to the z-axis. The wavenumbers of both sets of

modes are given by

k2ν = k2mnp =

(
mπ

lx

)2

+

(
nπ

ly

)2

+

(
pπ

lz

)2

= λ2
x + λ2

y + λ2
z,

(30)

with ν = (m,n, p) the triple index defined over the nonnega-

tive integers excluding m = n = p = 0.

The magnetic TE eigenmodes are defined as

hTE
mnp =λzλx sin (λxx) cos (λyy) cos (λzz) x̂

+λzλy cos (λxx) sin (λyy) cos (λzz) ŷ (31)

−
(
λ2
x+λ2

y

)
cos (λxx) cos (λyy) sin (λzz) ẑ,

while the magnetic TM modes are expressed as

hTM
mnp =kmnpλy sin (λxx) cos (λyy) cos (λzz) x̂

−kmnpλx cos (λxx) sin (λyy) cos (λzz) ŷ. (32)

For p = 0 or m = 0 = n, hTE
mnp is zero while hTM

mnp vanishes

for m = 0 or n = 0.

Both types of eigenvectors have closed expressions for their

normalization constants N 2
mnp:

TE : N 2
mnp = k2mnp

V

2

(
λ2
x + λ2

y

) 1

εmεn
, (33)

TM : N 2
mnp = k2mnp

V

4

(
λ2
x + λ2

y

) 1

εp
, (34)

with V = lxlylz , i.e., the volume of V , and εi the Neumann

factor [49], which equals 1 for i = 0 and 2 otherwise.

In (29), the eigenmodes themselves are actually not required

but rather their tangential component on S . Numbering the six

faces Si from 0 to 5, corresponding to the outward-pointing

normal vectors (−x̂, x̂,−ŷ, ŷ,−ẑ, ẑ), they are located at x =
0, x = lx, y = 0, y = ly, z = 0, z = lz , respectively.

The rotated magnetic eigenmodes on S0 are thus given by

S0 : −x̂×hmnp=− ζy,mnp sin (λyy) cos (λzz) ẑ

+ ζz,mnp sin (λzz) cos (λyy) ŷ, (35)

where we have introduced ζβ,mnp as a placeholder for the

pertinent factor of the β-component of either TE or TM modes,

where β stands for x, y or z, and made explicitly clear that they

(can) depend on all three indices. Remark that ζz,mnp equals

zero for TM modes. Careful inspection of the same quantity on

the other sides of the cuboid shows that they all have the same

form: each is composed of two terms along the two axes which

comprise the face and, in turn, each term contains the product

of a sine and cosine function. Furthermore, it turns out that the

contribution along a particular axis shows a cosine dependence

for the coordinate along that axis and a sine dependence along

the remaining axis. In (35), for example, the first term oriented

along ẑ has a cos (λzz) and a sin (λyy) dependence.

This observation prompts us to expand both et and js
in similar functions, i.e., entire domain basis functions, on
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each face and exploit the orthogonality of the trigonometric

functions. For example, the tangential electric field on S0 is

expanded as

S0 : et=
∑

n′,p′

e0,n′p′ =
∑

n′,p′

(
a00,n′p′ sin

(
λ′
yy
)
cos (λ′

zz) ẑ

+a10,n′p′ sin (λ′
zz) cos

(
λ′
yy
)
ŷ
)
, (36)

with n′ and p′ being the two indices governing the expansion

along the y- and z-axis, respectively, λ′
y and λ′

z fulfilling the

same role as in (30) but for these primed indices n′ and p′, and

a00,n′p′ and a10,n′p′ the unknown expansion coefficients on S0

along its two axes.

For every term e0,n′p′ , the integral in (29) can then be

expressed as
∫

S0

(−x̂×hmnp)·e0,n′p′ dS (37)

= −δnn′δpp′

A0

2

[

a00,n′p′ζy,mnp

σn

εp
− a10,n′p′ζz,mnp

σp

εn

]

,

with A0 being the area of face S0, σi is zero for i = 0 and 1
otherwise, and δij being the Kronecker delta. These Kronecker

deltas imply that we can henceforth replace {n′, p′} by {n, p}.

Focusing now, for illustration purposes, on the expansions

coefficients a00,np along ẑ and plugging the results back into

(29) gives

js =
ηA0

2

∑

n,p

σn

ǫp

∑

m

Kmnp

N 2
mnp

a00,npζy,mnp (n̂× hmnp) . (38)

At this point, we can expand the surface current density on

each face in exactly the same way as the tangential electric

field. Illustrating this for S0, we get

S0 : js=
∑

n′′,p′′

j0,n′′p′′ =
∑

n′′,p′′

(
b00,n′′p′′ sin

(
λ′′
yy
)
cos (λ′′

zz) ẑ

+b10,n′′p′′ sin (λ′′
zz) cos

(
λ′′
yy
)
ŷ
)
, (39)

where we have introduced the double primed indices n′′ and

p′′ analogously to the primed ones in (36). Focusing again

on a single component (along the z-axis) and introducing the

relevant term of n̂× hmnp on the same face, (38) yields

b00,n′′p′′ sin
(
λ′′
yy
)
cos (λ′′

zz) = (40)

−ηA0

2

∑

n,p

σn

ǫp

∑

m

Kmnp

N 2
mnp

a00,npζ
2
y,mnp sin (λyy) cos (λzz) .

In order to isolate b00,n′′p′′ , we multiply both sides by

sin
(
λ′′
yy
)
cos (λ′′

zz) and integrate over S0. This once again

forces the (double) primed indices to take the same values as

their nonprimed counterparts, leading to

b00,np =
A0σn

2ǫp

[

−η
∑

m

Kmnp

N 2
mnp

ζ2y,mnp

]

a00,np. (41)

This equation fully captures the influence of a single a00,np
component of the tangential electric field on its counterpart,

i.e., the b00,np component, of the surface current density. For

the y-component of js in (39), we find a similar relation:

b10,np =
A0σn

2ǫp

[

η
∑

m

Kmnp

N 2
mnp

ζy,mnpζz,mnp

]

a00,np. (42)

The same procedure can now be repeated for the other five

faces to fully determine the impact that this one component

of the expanded tangential electric field has on the surface

current densities on all faces. We will pick a few of these

components to showcase their most important characteristics.

First, a closer look at the opposite face, i.e., S1, shows that

the rotated magnetic eigenmode and surface current density

are given by

S1 : x̂×hmnp=+ ζy,mnp(−1)m sin (λyy) cos (λzz) ẑ

− ζz,mnp(−1)m sin (λzz) cos (λyy) ŷ, (43)

S1 : js=
∑

n′′,p′′

j1,n′′p′′ =
∑

n′′,p′′

b01,n′′p′′ sin
(
λ′′
yy
)
cos (λ′′

zz) ẑ

+ b11,n′′p′′ sin (λ′′
zz) cos

(
λ′′
yy
)
ŷ. (44)

Following the same reasoning as outlined above, we thus find

the following relation between a00,np and b01,np:

b01,np=
A0σn

2ǫp
s

[

η
∑

m

Kmnp

N 2
mnp

(−1)mζ2y,mnp

]

a00,np, (45)

while for b11,np we get

b11,np=
A0σn

2ǫp

[

−η
∑

m

Kmnp

N 2
mnp

(−1)mζy,mnpζz,mnp

]

a00,np.

(46)

We immediately see that (45) and (46) are very similar to (41)

and (42), respectively; the only difference is a minus sign and

the factor (−1)m in the summation.

Next, we observe the influence on a perpendicular face, e.g.,

S2. Here, the rotated magnetic eigenmodes and the expansion

of js are given by

S2 : −ŷ×hmnp=− ζz,mnp sin (λzz) cos (λxx) x̂

+ ζx,mnp sin (λxx) cos (λzz) ẑ, (47)

S2 : js=
∑

p′′,m′′

j2,p′′m′′ =
∑

p′′,m′′

b02,p′′m′′ sin (λ′′
zz) cos (λ

′′
xx) x̂

+ b12,p′′m′′ sin (λ′′
xx) cos (λ

′′
zz) ẑ. (48)

Substituting these in (38) and selecting the component along

the x-axis, we obtain the equivalent of (40) as

b02,p′′m′′ sin (λ′′
zz) cos (λ

′′
xx) = (49)

−ηA0

2

∑

n,p

σn

ǫp

∑

m

Kmnp

N 2
mnp

a00,npζy,mnpζz,mnp sin (λzz) cos (λxx) .

Employing a similar projection to isolate b02,p′′m′′ as before,

the double primed indices collapse onto their nonprimed

equivalents. This time, however, these indices, i.e., m and p,

do not correspond (completely) with the indices of a00,np, i.e.,

n and p. As such, this projection enforces an extra condition

on the index m and the summation, as found for example in

(41), over m vanishes, leading to:

b02,pm =
A0

2

∑

n

σn

ǫp

[

−η
Kmnp

N 2
mnp

ζy,mnpζz,mnp

]

a00,np. (50)
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For all other surface current density expansion coefficients

one finds similar results. In short, we can write the rela-

tion between a00,np and any other nonzero expansion coeffi-

cient bji,mnp on face Si along its first (j = 0) or second axis

(j = 1) as

bji,mnp = Ωj
i,mnp

(
A0

2

σn

ǫp

)

a00,np, (51)

for the same face S0 and the opposite face S1, where Ωj
i,mnp

evaluates to a single infinite sum (as for example shown in

(41) and (45)) and to

bji,mnp =
∑

n or p

Υj
i,mnp

(
A0

2

σn

ǫp

)

a00,np, (52)

for the remaining faces where the summation runs over n for

S2 and S3 and over p for S4 and S5. Note, however, that

Υj
i,mnp is a known scalar (as e.g., for S2 in (50)). Note as

well that the bracketed term is independent of either i or j
and only linked to the face and direction of a00,np.

At this point, we have fully described the relation between

one set of electric field expansion coefficients on S0 and all

relevant current density coefficients on all faces. The same

approach can now be repeated for all the other faces and

directions to obtain a complete global relation between all

expansion coefficients of both quantities. Clearly, the results

are the same as described above apart from the required cyclic

permutation of the axes and the employed indices. In summary,

when we collect all coefficients into the vectors ac and bc, we

get

bc = Y c ac = XDac, (53)

with the expansion matrix X being a sparse matrix whose

nonzero entries are the — still to be evaluated — Ωj
i,mnp and

the already known scalar values Υj
i,mnp, and where D is a

diagonal matrix with elements similar to the bracketed term

in (51) and (52).

B. Explicit analytic expressions

Although all elements in Y c (or in particular in X) are

theoretically fully defined, the infinite sum that still appears

in Ωj
i,mnp poses a computational challenge. However, we will

now show that this sum possesses a closed analytical form, as

such avoiding a cut-off of the sum and the corresponding loss

in accuracy in the actual implementation, especially at high

frequencies when accurate skin effect modeling is imperative.

As a first example, we examine the Ωj
i,mnp values for (41).

Adding up the contributions from both the TE and TM modes,

we get

Ωj
i,mnp =

−4η

V
σn

[
∞∑

m=0

ǫmλ2
yλ

2
z

(
k2 − k2mnp

)(
k20 − k2mnp

)(
λ2
x + λ2

y

)

+ǫp

∞∑

m=1

k2mnpλ
2
x

(
k2 − k2mnp

)(
k20 − k2mnp

)(
λ2
x + λ2

y

)

]

.

(54)

By extracting the m = 0 term of the first sum, recombining

both fractions by the following substitutions:

α =
lx
π
α′ =

lx
π

√

k2 − λ2
y − λ2

z (55)

α0 =
lx
π
α′
0 =

lx
π

√

k20 − λ2
y − λ2

z (56)

θ =
lx
π
λy = nlx/ly ϑ =

lx
π
λz = plx/lz (57)

we get the following expression for (54)

−4η

V
σn

l2x
π2

[

ϑ2

(

1

α2α2
0

+ 2

∞∑

m=1

1

(m2 − α2)(m2 − α2
0)

)

+ǫp

∞∑

m=1

m2

(m2 − α2)(m2 − α2
0)

]

. (58)

The sums in this expression have closed analytical forms as

outlined in Appendix A:

Ωj
i,mnp=

−4η

V
σn

l2x
π2

[
2ϑ2Ω0 (α, α0) + ǫpΩ2 (α, α0)

]
. (59)

=
2σnǫplx
jωµ0V

[

k2−λ2
y

α′
cot (πα)− k20−λ2

y

α′
0

cot (πα0)

]

(60)

Second, the same procedure can be applied to the sum in

(42). In this case, the TM contribution vanishes as ζTM
z ≡ 0,

yielding

Ωj
i,mnp = −4η

V

∞∑

m=0

ǫmλyλz
(
k2 − k2mnp

)(
k20 − k2mnp

)

= −4η

V

l2x
π2

θϑ [2Ω0 (α, α0)] (61)

=
4lx

jωµ0V
λyλz

[
1

α′
cot (πα)− 1

α′
0

cot (πα0)

]

(62)

Third, as observed before (see (45) and (46)), very similar

sums appear for parallel, non-coinciding planes. For example,

the Ωj
i,mnp value in (46) becomes:

Ωj
i,mnp =

4η

V

∞∑

m=0

ǫm(−1)mλyλz
(
k2 − k2mnp

)(
k20 − k2mnp

)

=
4η

V

l2x
π2

θϑ [2Ψ0 (α, α0)] , (63)

= − 4lx
jωµ0V

λyλz

[
1

α′
csc (πα)− 1

α′
0

csc (πα0)

]

(64)

where we observe that the only difference with (61) is a

minus sign and another type of auxiliary function, i.e., Ψn (·, ·)
instead of Ωn (·, ·), to account for the (−1)m factor in the sum.

Above, we have demonstrated the existence of closed-form

expressions for some specific examples. The same procedure is

followed for all other expansion coefficients and, as expected

from the symmetry of the problem, the resulting expressions

are all of the same form provided that the correct cyclic

permutation of the axes and indices is performed. At this point,
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ẑ

ŷ

x̂ y0 = 0

yt

yT = ly

z0 = 0
zs

zS = lz

w+
st w−

(s+1)t

Rst

R(s+1)t

Fig. 2. Definition of a rooftop along ẑ on face S0.

it is important to stress that Y c in (53) is free from infinite

sums and, thus, efficiently and accurately maps the expansions

coefficients ac onto bc.

IV. DISCRETIZED Y -OPERATOR FOR A CUBOID

In Section III we derived an analytical form of the differen-

tial surface admittance operator for a cuboid based on entire

domain basis functions. To solve the exterior problem, this

operator is now integrated into a general boundary integral

equation approach. Generally, these types of problems are

solved employing local basis functions such as RWGs [51] or

rooftop functions on a surface mesh. As we are dealing with

cuboids to later on model interconnects, we opt for rooftop

functions as they fit naturally on a rectangular surface grid

and align with the trigonometric expansion of the relevant

quantities. Restricting ourselves once more to S0 and the ẑ-

component on this face, we expand ez = e · ẑ as

S0 : ez =

S∑

s=1

T∑

t=1

A0
0,stw

+
st +A0

0,(s−1)tw
−

st, (65)

with S and T the number of divisions along ẑ and ŷ,

respectively. The positive and negative half-rooftop functions

w+
st and w−

st, as illustrated in Fig. 2, are defined as

w+
st =

z − zs−1

∆z∆y
, {y, z} ∈ Rst (66)

w−

st =
zs − z

∆z∆y
, {y, z} ∈ Rst, (67)

with Rst the rectangle that supports the half-rooftop function

(see Fig. 2) and ∆z and ∆y its length along the z- and y-axis,

respectively. This expansion should equal the z-component of

(36):

S0 : ez =
∑

n′,p′

a00,n′p′ sin
(
λ′
yy
)
cos (λ′

zz) (68)

In order to connect expansions (65) and (68), we project

them both onto sin (λyy) cos (λzz) ẑ. For (68), the result-

ing integral resembles (37) and results in a00,npA0σn/(2ǫp).
For (65), one gets,

S∑

s=1

T∑

t=1

A0
0,stI

+
st +A0

0,(s−1)tI
−

st, (69)

with

I±st =

∫

Rst

w±

st sin (λyy) cos (λzz) dS = φyφ
±
z , (70)

and

φy=
−1

∆yλy

[cos (λyyt)−cos (λyyt−1)] (71)

φ+
z =

sin (λzzs)

λz

+
cos (λzzs)−cos (λzzs−1)

λ2
z∆z

(72)

φ−
z =− sin (λzzs−1)

λz

− cos (λzzs)−cos (λzzs−1)

λ2
z∆z

. (73)

When we generalize the results obtained above to all direc-

tions and faces and collect all rooftop basis function expansion

coefficients (of the type A0
0,st in (65)) into the vector E, we

get the following relation:

ME = Dac, (74)

where the matrix M links the rooftop and trigonometric

functions via expression of the type (69) and the previously

introduced diagonal scaling matrix D (see (53)) is present on

the right-hand side.

For the surface current density, we start with similar expan-

sions:

S0 : js,z =
S∑

s=1

T∑

t=1

B0
0,stw

+
st +B0

0,(s−1)tw
−

st, (75)

S0 : js,z =
∑

n′′,p′′

b00,n′′p′′ sin
(
λ′′
yy
)
cos (λ′′

zz) , (76)

which we now project onto rooftop testing functions ws′t′ =[
w+

s′t′ + w−

s′t′

]
ẑ. For (76) this results in an integral of the

same form as in (70) thus giving the following result for this

procedure:

M
T

bc. (77)

Projecting (75) onto rooftops, results in a Gramian matrix G.

Due to the local nature of the rooftops and the orthogonality

of basis functions along different axes, only three elements per

row/column are nonzero in G: two entries for partially over-

lapping rooftops and one for the self-interaction. Therefore,

only two distinct integrals are required:
∫

Rst

w+
stw

+
st dS =

∫

Rst

w−

stw
−

st dS =
ARst

3 (∆y)
2 , (78)

∫

Rst

w+
stw

−

s(t−1) dS =
ARst

6 (∆y)
2 , (79)

with ARst
being the area of Rst.

Consequently, the relation between both expansions of js is

GI = M
T

bc, (80)

where I collects all rooftop function expansion coefficients (of

the type B0
0,st in (75)) of js. Combining (74) and (80) together

with (53), finally yields

I = G
−1

M
T

Y c D
−1

ME (81)

= G
−1
(

M
T

XM

)

E (82)

= G
−1

YE, (83)
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coefficients
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bc

E

I

∑
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∑
sin cos

M
−1

D

G
−1

M
T

Y Y c G
−1

Y

Fig. 3. Schematic overview of the discretization procedure.

with Y now being the discrete version of (29). The entire

procedure leading to (83) has been schematically summarized

in Fig. 3. We conclude this section with some remarks about

Y . All material properties and frequency dependencies are

encapsulated in X . This implies that the calculation of the total

matrix for various frequencies and/or materials only calls for

separate instances of X while M can be reused. Similarly, all

the mesh information is captured by M . The size of X (and

thus of M ) depends on the number of entire domain basis

functions that are taken into account. We will further denote

this by the triplet {M,N,P}, indicating the maximum values

taken by m, n and p.

V. DETERMINATION OF THE IMPEDANCE RESPONSE

In this section, we utilize the differential surface admittance

operator in a framework to calculate the impedance of 3-

D interconnect structures. For this purpose, we extend the

approach of [43], where the resistance and inductance were

calculated using a circuit interpretation of the electric field

integral equation (EFIE), to also including capacitive cou-

plings. Circuit interpretations of integral equations techniques

were first presented in [7], leading to the PEEC method. In

the end, this leads to a matrix formulation similar to the

augmented EFIE formulation [47], albeit including losses. The

starting point is the EFIE for the equivalent problem depicted

in Fig. 1(b):

e = −jωa−∇φ, (84)

with a and φ being the magnetic vector potential and electric

scalar potential, respectively. Note that we have assumed

that no incident source fields are present as we are dealing

with interconnects. Discretizing (84) involves choosing basis

and test functions. We opt for the earlier introduced rooftop

functions for both, in other words, we will apply Galerkin

weighting.

For the left-hand side, this procedure leads to GE analogous

to the projection of the rooftop expansion of js in Section IV.

Note that for multiple objects, G is block diagonal with the

Gramiam matrix of each separate object on its diagonal since

each basis function is restricted to its respective object.

The vector potential is given by

a (r) = µ0

∫

∪Si

G (r, r′) js (r
′) dS′, (85)

where the integral is taken over the boundaries of all ob-

jects and G (r, r′) is the Green’s function of the background

medium into which the objects are embedded. For the exam-

ples presented further in this paper, we limit ourselves to free

space with its corresponding static Green’s function:

G (r, r′) =
1

4π|r− r′| . (86)

By substituting the rooftop expansion of js and Galerkin

testing, the matrix equivalent of (85) becomes:
∫

Sf

a (r) ·wf (r) dS

= µ0

∑

g

Ig

∫

Sf

∫

Sg

G (r, r′)wf (r) ·wg (r
′) dS dS′ (87)

=
∑

g

(

L
)

fg
Ig, (88)

with Si the support of the basis/testing function wi. Repeating

the above for all wf , the discretized version of the first term

in the right-hand side of (84) becomes −jωLI with L the in-

ductance matrix and I the vector collecting all coefficients Ig .

Matrix L is dense since every basis function is interacting with

all others through the Green’s function. Projecting the last term

in (84) on the rooftops and employing partial integration and

the divergence theorem leads to
∫

Sf

∇φ·wf dS=

∮

cf

φn̂ ·wf
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

dc−
∫

R
+

f

φ

A+
f

dS+

∫

R
−

f

φ

A−

f

dS, (89)

where A±

f is the area of R±

f , the two rectangles that make up

the support of wf . By introducing (83), (84) is discretized as
(

GY
−1

G+ jωL

)

I− TV = 0, (90)

where Y is the differential surface admittance operator for

multiple objects. This generalized matrix is, just as G, block

diagonal with the discretized Y-operator of each object on its

diagonal. The vector V and incidence matrix T , which maps

the patches and edges of the mesh, are defined as

(V)g =

∫

Rg

φ

Ag

dS, (91)

(

T
)

fg
=







1, if Rg is R+
f of wf

−1, if Rg is R−

f of wf

0, otherwise,

(92)

with Rg being a rectangle of the surface mesh with area Ag .

To account for the capacitive effects, note that the scalar

potential is related to the divergence of the surface current

density through

φ (r) =
−1

jωǫ0

∫

∪Si

G (r, r′)∇ · js (r′) dS′. (93)
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Ib
Ia

Id

Ic

Is
Q

Ri

Fig. 4. Charge conservation on a single rectangle Ri. The blue arrows
represent the various rooftop functions that contribute to the charge Q on
the dark gray rectangle while the orange arrow is a (possible) external current
source.

Inserting the piecewise constant divergence of the basis func-

tions and averaging over the rectangles of the mesh, leads to

the following matrix relation

V = KQ, (94)

with the column vector Q collecting the charges on each

rectangle and the elements of K given by

(

K
)

fg
=

1

ǫ0

∫

Rf

∫

Rg

G (r, r′)

AfAg

dS dS′. (95)

To eliminate Q, we discretize the conservation of charge

law on every rectangle. As shown for an arbitrary rectan-

gle Ri in Fig. 4, various currents (can) contribute to a single

rectangle: rooftops defined on adjacent patches and possibly

external current sources. The charge conservation equation

∇ · js + jωρs = 0 on Ri then becomes

Ia − Ib + Ic − Id + jωQ = Is. (96)

Generalizing this relation to all mesh elements, leads to the

matrix equation

T
T

I+ jωQ = S, (97)

where the vector S contains the external current sources.

Combining (90) together with (94) and (97), leads to the

following set of matrix equations
[

GY
−1

G+ jωL −T

T
T

jωK
−1

] [
I

V

]

=

[
0

S

]

. (98)

This equation can subsequently be solved by a direct or

iterative solver. At this point, however, (98) represents a set

of separate objects residing in a background medium without

any interconnection. In order to represent realistic structures,

the various cuboids should be combined. We achieve this

by introducing an infinitesimally small PEC wire connection

between adjacent rectangles of two cuboids which equates the

voltages of the adjacent rectangles and introduces an extra, yet

unknown current flowing integrally from one rectangle to the

other (for more detail, see Appendix B). This is implemented

in the matrix system (98) by introducing an extra row with

only two nonzero entries 1 and −1 to equate the voltages

and an extra column with only two nonzero entries 1 and −1

20mm
g

20mm

2mm

2mm

I

Fig. 5. Two copper blocks (2× 2× 20mm) separated by a variable distance
g.

102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109
10−4

10−2

100

102

104

106

108 g = 10−11 mm

g = 10−8 mm

g = 10−5 mm

g = 10−2 mm

g = 0mm

g = 10−14 mm

Frequency [Hz]

|Z
|[
Ω

]

Fig. 6. Magnitude of the total impedance of the two copper blocks shown in
Fig. 5 as a function of frequency for various separation distances g.

to add the additional current to the two charge conservation

equations of the involved rectangles.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Validation examples

The first example constitutes a simple structure consisting

of two copper (σ = 5.8 · 107 S/m) blocks with dimensions

2mm×2mm×20mm as shown in Fig. 5. This example is not

only used to validate the technique presented in this paper, but

it is also employed to compare the newly proposed method

to calculate Y with the technique presented in [43] in terms

of accuracy, computation time and memory requirement. The

total number of edges (and thus number of rooftops) is set

to 572 in order to eliminate any coarse mesh effects in the

analysis of the Y-operator’s accuracy.

Focusing on the structure first, we calculate its impedance

by measuring the voltage over the terminals where the unit

current source connects to the copper blocks. The magnitude

of this impedance is shown in Fig. 6 for various values of the

gap g. The black dotted line, i.e., for g = 0mm, corresponds

to one single copper block of length 40mm and is included

as a reference result for the limit g → 0.
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102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109
10−4

10−3
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This work (25)

[43] (25)

[43] (50)

[43] (100)

[43] (200)

Frequency [Hz]

R
e(
Z
)

[Ω
]

Fig. 7. Real part of the impedance for two copper blocks (see Fig. 5) as a
function of frequency with g = 1µm for the approach presented in this work
and in [43]. The number of entire domain basis functions used along x, y
and z-axis are {M,M, 25} respectively (with both blocks aligned along the
z-axis) and the employed value of M is denoted between brackets.

For all nonzero values of g, a series resonance occurs due

to the interplay of the inductance, which is the same for

all configurations, and the capacitance of the gap, which de-

creases for increasing distances as such pushing the resonance

frequency to higher values. Once beyond its self-resonance,

the inductive behavior dominates and the impedance response

coincides with the reference results regardless of the separation

distance.

In order to assess the accuracy of the technique, we turn our

attention to the real part of the impedance for a fixed separation

distance g of 1µm. In Fig. 7, we clearly see that for low

frequencies the method (black dotted curve) correctly predicts

the Pouillet resistance value of 1.7 ·10−4 Ω and that it exhibits

the characteristic
√
f -behavior as the skin effect develops. For

this example the maximum value M of the indices governing

the cross-section, i.e., m and n, has been set to 25, with

the same value along the longitudinal z-axis. These values

were set heuristically as of yet no general criterion for these

numbers has been found or developed. When we compare

this to an earlier 3-D differential surface admittance operator

for cuboids [43] with the same restrictions on the indices,

we see that while the low frequency results coincide nicely,

the resistance curve for the earlier version of the operator

levels out around 10MHz. This nonphysical result is caused

by cutting off the infinite summation for numerical evaluation,

which is clearly detrimental for accurate results, especially

for a strongly developed skin effect. This leveling out would

be alleviated by driving up the number of eigenmodes M to

higher values, but as shown in Fig. 7, even a considerable

amount of eigenmodes does not suffice to yield adequate

results over the complete frequency range. Moreover, it comes

at a high computation cost. In the novel technique proposed

here, this shortcoming is solved by exploiting the closed form

of infinite sums as demonstrated in Section III-B.

Table I contains a more detailed comparison of the compu-

TABLE I
COMPUTATION TIME AND MEMORY USAGE PER FREQUENCY POINT FOR

THE CONFIGURATION OF FIG. 7.

Metric Eq. (83) (25) [43] (25) [43] (200)

Number of edges 572 572 572

Y calculation [s] 0.86 0.88 30.91

Matrix solution [s] 0.5 0.51 0.5

Y calculation [MiB] 5.6 5.1 5.5

tation cost by listing the computation time per frequency point

and memory consumption for the provided example. A set-up

time of 170 s for the computation of the L and K matrices is

not included as these results can be reused for all frequency

points. From the table we clearly see that the computation time

and memory requirements for both methods are of the same

order for the same number of eigenmodes. However, when

comparing to the result from [43] with an increased number

of eigenmodes to increase accuracy at higher frequencies,

the newly presented method evidently outperforms the other

technique. The memory consumption stays roughly the same

but the computation time increases by a factor 35 for an

increase of M from 25 to 200.

At this point, we would like to clarify some points with

regard to the mesh size required when employing the differ-

ential surface admittance operator. The typical rule of thumb

of ten to twenty elements per wavelength of the background

medium to achieve electrically small mesh elements, as is

the case with any typical BIE method, applies. This is, of

course, supplemented with the need to sufficiently approximate

the (fine) geometrical details, often the limiting factor in

interconnects and/or (on-chip) packaging. Importantly, the

differential surface admittance operator negates the need for

the mesh elements to be electrically small in the (conductive)

medium with a substantially smaller wavelength, as the skin

effect is fully encapsulated in the Y -matrix without invoking

the Green’s function inside the medium. As such, the pre-

sented method inherits the computation complexity properties

of traditional BIE-MoM formalisms for scattering at perfect

electrical conductors or of BIE-MoM solvers for interconnects

where the conductivity is simply tackled via, e.g., a Leontovich

surface impedance boundary condition. In other terms, the

MoM-system of the presented method scales in exactly the

same fashion. This also implies that the application of acceler-

ation algorithms, e.g., the Fast Multipole Method (FMM), will

yield the typical speed-ups as found in [52]. So, the advocated

BIE-MoM technique accurately takes care of the skin effect,

without compromising on efficiency, as the scaling properties

of traditional BIE-MoM approaches are retained.

For the second example, consider the copper loop depicted

in Fig. 8. It measures 1988µm×126µm with a square cross-

section of 4µm×4µm [33]. The admittance of the structure is

measured over the 0.1µm gap in the middle of the shorter arm.

The real and imaginary part of the admittance are compared

with the FastHenry [53] and GIBC [54] result and shown in

Fig. 9. The number of edge elements (560) results in a mesh

coarseness similar to the one reported in [33]. We observe
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Fig. 8. Rectangular copper loop (1988µm×126µm) with a cross-section of
4µm×4µm [33].
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(a) Real part of the admittance expressed in S.
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(b) Imaginary part of the admittance expressed in S.

Fig. 9. Admittance as a function of frequency for the geometry shown in
Fig. 8, compared to the GIBC method [54] and FastHenry [53].

an excellent agreement between this work and the GIBC

over the entire frequency range. The results obtained through

FastHenry start to deviate from the other two at the higher end

of the frequency range as capacitive interactions are not taken

into account in this method. Details on the computation time

and memory usage can be found in Table II.

B. Application examples

1) Square coil array: Consider an array of square, copper

coils, arranged in a 3 × 3 grid with a mutual spacing of

30µm as described and simulated with VoxHenry in [55] (see

Fig. 10). Each coil, having a square cross-section with side

TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIME AND MEMORY USAGE PER FREQUENCY POINT FOR

THE CONFIGURATIONS IN FIG. 8, FIG. 10, FIG. 12 AND FIG. 14.

Metric Fig. 8 Fig. 10 Fig. 12 Fig. 14

Number of edges 560 3600 1360 3216

Memory for Y [MiB] 2.32 24.2 5.52 7.64

Y calculation [s] 6.2 7.79 10.24 11.42

Matrix solution [s] 0.47 103.57 8.48 46.73

HFSS computation time [s] - 47.2 - 7.05

ADS computation time [s] - - 1.2 -

1

2

3

1µm

4

5

6

20µm 20
µm

7

8

9

30µm

Fig. 10. 3× 3 array of square, copper loops (20µm×20µm) with a square
cross-section of 4µm×4µm spaced 30µm apart. A port is defined over a
1µm gap on the same side for every loop [55].

4µm, measures 20µm×20µm. In the middle of one side of

all coils, a port is defined over a 1µm gap. The array will be

studied for two different cases, viz., with and without ground

plane. The ground plane is an infinite PEC plane positioned

2µm below the loops. Both situations are compared to a

corresponding ANSYS HFSS simulation [56]. Some details

on the computation time and memory usage for the first case

are shown in Table II.

In Fig. 11 a few selected items from the structure’s

Z-parameters are shown as a function of frequency. Fig. 11(a)

shows the real part of Z55, i.e., the resistance of the central

loop. The proposed method, VoxHenry (see [55]) and HFSS all

predict the same response although a small deviation is visible

at higher frequencies between all three. This can be attributed

to the inherent difference between volumetric, volume integral

equation (VIE) and BIE methods. Nevertheless, it is apparent

from the set of results that the ground plane has a negligible

influence on the resistance.

Turning to Fig. 11(b), the imaginary part of the same

Z-matrix element over ω is shown in pH. The curves for

the structure in free space both coincide very well with the

VoxHenry result. The case with ground plane results in an

offset between both curves. This deviation is caused by the

different implementation of the infinite ground plane. In our

BIE approach, this feature is taken into account through the

Green’s function while in the FEM based HFSS solver this is
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(c) The negative imaginary part of Z25 over ω expressed in pH.
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(d) The negative imaginary part of Z45 over ω expressed in pH.

Fig. 11. Selected impedance matrix elements as a function of frequency for
the geometry shown in Fig. 10 with (solid) and without (dashed) ground plane.

PEC
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0.95

2.6
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0.5
0.7 1.2

1.3

Fig. 12. Copper (thickness of 35µm) footprint for an SMD resistor on an
FR4 substrate (ǫr = 4.2, tan δ = 0.02). All dimensions are given in mm.

achieved through the appropriate boundary conditions on the

bounding box of the simulation domain. In [55] the shift in

inductance due to the ground plane is not observed but can

be attributed to the fact that their ground plane is finite and

lossy.

Moving on to the off-diagonal elements, we take a closer

look at the coupling between two sets of adjacent loops,

i.e., loop two and loop five in Fig. 11(c) and loop four and

loop five in Fig. 11(d), respectively. For the first pair, the

correspondence between both solvers is similar to Fig. 11(b)

while for the second pair there is a larger discrepancy. Com-

paring the two pairs, both our method and HFSS predict a

smaller coupling for the second pair but using the differential

surface admittance operator this drop is bigger, resulting in the

observed difference in the response. A possible explanation for

this disparity is the difference in port definition between the

compared methods. Still, comparing to the VoxHenry results,

we see that our response curves again coincide nicely for the

free space case.

2) Surface-mount device footprint on a PCB substrate:

The second application example constitutes a 0805 surface-

mount device (SMD) footprint on a PEC-plane backed FR4

substrate with ǫr = 4.2 and a loss tangent of 0.02. The

traces are made out of copper with a thickness of 35µm. The

structure, depicted with all relevant dimensions in Fig. 12, is

characterized with the presented technique and with Keysight

ADS-Momentum, a 3-D planar BIE simulator [57], in the

presence of a 10Ω resistor between the landing pads. In

ADS- Momentum, the substrate is taken into account through

the layered media Green’s function, while in our work, the

substrate is in fact modeled as a finite dielectric cuboid,

characterized by means of the differential surface admittance

operator, just as the conductors are. The resulting S-parameters

are shown in Fig. 13 and calculated up to 13GHz, the

frequency above which ADS-Momentum warns that the port

size grows too large (electrically) and the S-parameters can

no longer be computed reliably. The results from both solvers

agree very well over the entire frequency range except for

the higher end |S11|. This is due to the conductor modeling

approach in the commercial solver, which uses a modified

two-sheet current model that relies on heuristic broadband

surface impedance expressions. Such models typically give

good asymptotic results but are not particularly accurate at

frequencies for which the skin effect is developing, which

explains why the deviation in Fig. 13(b) occurs once the

magnitude of S11 starts increasing under the influence of the

skin effect.
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Fig. 13. S-parameters of the footprint shown in Fig. 12 with a resistor of
10Ω placed between both landing pads.
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Fig. 14. Two coupled loops spaced 6.508µm apart. The top aluminum loop
(σ = 3.77 · 107 S/m) has a cross-section of 5µm×0.5µm while the bottom
copper loop measures 2µm×0.173µm. All dimensions are given in µm.
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(b) Absolute value of S11 and S22.

Fig. 15. Selected scattering matrix elements as a function of frequency for
the geometry shown in Fig. 14.

3) Two coupled on-chip inductors: As a final application

example, a test chip was manufactured with an aluminum

(σ = 3.77 · 107 S/m) loop 6.508µm above a smaller copper

loop. Both elements have the same inner dimensions for the

loop, i.e., 100µm×70µm, but have different cross-sections, as

shown in Fig. 14 together with all other relevant dimensions,

which are all given in micrometers. The loops are placed in an

on-chip multi-layered stack-up that is not included here as the

nonmagnetic materials have negligible influence on the mainly

inductive coupling phenomena in this setup. The scattering

parameters of this structure are simulated by means of the

proposed method and HFSS (computation details can be found

in Table II). The coupling is also compared to measurement

data and shown in Fig. 15. The measured diagonal elements

of the S-matrix are not included in the analysis as the complex

feed structure and measurement setup did not allow for stable

de-embedding over the entire frequency range.

Starting with Fig. 15(a), we observe excellent agreement

between the proposed method, HFSS and the measured |S21|.
The measurement shows a slightly lower coupling over the

entire frequency band due to additional losses in the mea-
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surement. At the end of the frequency range the three curves

diverge more due to high frequency noise in the measurement

data and the earlier observed difference between volumetric

and surface methods. Advancing to Fig. 15(b), we show the

absolute value of S11 and S22 for the coupled loops. Once

again, we obtain very good agreement between our novel

method and HFSS. A summary of the computation time and

memory usage are reported in Table II. As was the case with

the previous example in Section VI-B1, these figures show

that the main cost per frequency point is given by the direct

solution of the system matrix. For larger geometries, iterative

matrix algorithms are required to avoid this step becoming a

major bottleneck. As the EFIE is prone to conditioning prob-

lems, certainly at low frequencies, techniques to counteract

this have to be employed. The augmented EFIE formulation

provides various options to improve conditioning such as

enforcing charge neutrality, scaling the various blocks and/or

applying a preconditioner [47], [48]. Preliminary tests have

shown that these methods remain effective when modifying

the formulation to include losses as presented in Section V.

VII. CONCLUSION

A boundary integral equation framework to accurately

model good conductors is presented. By means of a new

formulation of the differential surface admittance operator for

cuboids, the behavior of lossy materials is taken into account

more rigorously and efficiently than before. The inclusion of

the operator into the augmented electric field integral equation

leads to a full and stable characterization of interconnects

over a broad frequency range. The method is thoroughly

validated and compared to earlier work, commercial software

and measurement data, demonstrating both its accuracy and

appositeness.

APPENDIX A

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

A. Closed analytical expressions for fundamental sums

The various series in Section III-B can all be decomposed

into the fundamental sums featured here. Their analytical ex-

pressions are calculated utilizing a contour integration method

as outlined in the appendix of [58]:

φ (x) =

∞∑

k=1

1

(k2 − x2)
=

1

2x2
[1−πx cot (πx)] (99)

χ (x) =

∞∑

k=1

1

(k2 − x2)
2 (100)

=
1

4x4

[

−2 + πx cot (πx) + (πx)
2
csc2 (πx)

]

ρ (x) =

∞∑

k=1

(−1)k

(k2 − x2)
=

1

2x2
[1−πx csc (πx)] (101)

ς (x) =

∞∑

k=1

(−1)k

(k2 − x2)
2 (102)

=
1

4x4
[−2 + πx csc (πx) (1 + πx cot (πx))]

These functions are singular for integer values of x which

corresponds to the situation where the wavenumber of a mode

is exactly equal to either k or k0 (see (29)). However, for

x → 0 they have a finite limit:

φ(0) =
π2

6
χ(0) =

π4

90
(103)

ρ(0) = −π2

12
ς(0) = −7π4

720
. (104)

B. Auxiliary functions

We define the following auxiliary functions:

Ω0 (a, b) =
1

2

∞∑

k=0

ǫk
(k2 − a2) (k2 − b2)

(105)

Ω2 (a, b) =

∞∑

k=1

k2

(k2 − a2) (k2 − b2)
(106)

Ψ0 (a, b) =
1

2

∞∑

k=0

(−1)kǫk
(k2 − a2) (k2 − b2)

(107)

Ψ2 (a, b) =

∞∑

k=1

(−1)kk2

(k2 − a2) (k2 − b2)
, (108)

with ǫi the Neumann factor, which equals 1 for i = 0 and

evaluates as 2 otherwise.

Employing the closed expression for the sums as defined

above, these functions simplify to

Ω0 (a, b) =
1

2a2b2
+

φ(a)− φ(b)

a2 − b2
(109)

= − π

2 (a2 − b2)

[
cot (πa)

a
− cot (πb)

b

]

Ω2 (a, b) =
a2φ(a)− b2φ(b)

a2 − b2
(110)

= − π

2 (a2 − b2)
[a cot (πa)− b cot (πb)]

Ψ0 (a, b) =
1

2a2b2
+

ρ(a)− ρ(b)

a2 − b2
(111)

= − π

2 (a2 − b2)

[
csc (πa)

a
− csc (πb)

b

]

Ψ2 (a, b) =
a2ρ(a)− b2ρ(b)

a2 − b2
(112)

= − π

2 (a2 − b2)
[a csc (πa)− b csc (πb)]

These closed analytical expression are singular for a = b.
Note that this situation theoretically implies k = k0, a trivial

scenario in which the material is indistinguishable from the

background medium. Nevertheless, for low frequencies and

low dielectric contrast, this instance can still occur due to the

finite machine precision. This limiting case therefore requires

different analytical expressions, as follows:
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Fig. 16. Two cuboids separated by a small gap δ.

Ω0 (a, a) =
1

2a4
+ χ(a) =

π

4a3
[
cot (πa) + πa csc2 (πa)

]

(113)

Ω2 (a, a) = a2χ(a) + φ(a) =
π

4a

[
− cot (πa) + πa csc2 (πa)

]

(114)

Ψ0 (a, a) =
1

2a4
+ ς(a) =

π

4a3
csc (πa) [πa cot (πa) + 1]

(115)

Ψ2 (a, a) = a2ς(a) + ρ(a) =
π

4a
csc (πa) [πa cot (πa)− 1]

(116)

APPENDIX B

CUBOID INTERCONNECTION

For completeness, below, we further clarify the theoretical

reasoning which shows that connecting several cuboids with

(infinitesimally short) wires leads to the correct results, as also

discussed in [43].

The 3-D differential surface admittance operator enforces

a relation between the differential surface current density

(introduced after application of the equivalence principle) and

the electric field on the boundary. This relation is theoretically

exact [5] and fully captures the effects of the replaced medium.

The subdivision of the structure does initially introduce ap-

proximations but if the junctions are modeled properly and

connected with a number of short wires, the entire structure

will be fully and correctly taken into account.

We have demonstrated before, i.e., in [43] (in particular

the examples in Figs. 4 and 5 in that paper) the rigor of

this method, showing that the interplay of the 3-D differential

surface admittance operator and this way to interconnect the

various cuboids enables accurate characterization for true 3-D

structures.

The way to understand why the wire interconnections rigor-

ously model the junction, leading to the presented good results,

is the following (for two interconnected blocks). Suppose the

blocks are initially separated by a small gap δ between face

a of block 1 and face b of block 2 as depicted in Fig. 16.

First, the technique models the two separate blocks exactly

by, and this is important, taking all interactions between the

blocks into account. In this way, we have modeled two pieces

of good conductors in which a total current is injected in block

1 and extracted from block 2. The gap essentially constitutes a

capacitance between the blocks. To connect the blocks (δ = 0)

the potentials V of corresponding mesh points in faces a and

b are taken to be identical by short-circuiting them. This is

established on the equivalent network level. As a consequence,

(a) the gap capacitance no longer comes into play (no potential

difference) and (b) by leaving the value of the current flowing

through the short circuits free, i.e., their values will follow

from the circuit solution, the law of conservation of charge

is also meticulously enforced. Hence, a correct modeling of

the combination of the two blocks is obtained. The above

reasoning of course applies to a chain of blocks.
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